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ABSTRACT With the rapid spread of Chinese microblog, a large number of microblog topics are being
generated in real-time. More and more users pay attention to emotion expressions of these opinionated
sentences in different topics. It is challenging to label the emotion expressions of opinionated sentences
manually. For this endeavor, an emotion expression extraction method is proposed to process millions
of user-generated opinionated sentences automatically in this paper. Specifically, the proposed method
mainly contains two tasks: emotion classification and opinion target extraction. We first use a lexicon-based
emotion classification method to compute different emotion values in emotion label vectors of opinionated
sentences. Then emotion label vectors of opinionated sentences are revised by an unsupervised emotion label
propagation algorithm. After extracting candidate opinion targets of opinionated sentences, the opinion target
extraction task is performed on a random walk-based ranking algorithm, which considers the connection
between candidate opinion targets and the textual similarity between opinionated sentences, ranks candidate
opinion targets of opinionated sentences. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of algorithms
in the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS Emotion classification, unsupervised emotion label propagation, emotion expression
extraction, random walk.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of microblog services, more
andmore users readmicroblogmessages, express their views,
or record their minds via these services. A lot of hot topics,
which contain events that happen in real-time, appear in the
microblogging site every day, and attract users to read and
discuss emotion expressions in them. Emotion expressions
refer to opinion targets of opinionated sentences, along with
emotions. Emotion expressions of opinionated sentences in
a topic can help readers understand more related events and
other users’ attitudes on this topic.

Researches on Chinese microblog messages usually focus
on emotion analysis at a sentence level. For opinionated sen-
tences in different topics, not only emotions but also opinion
targets, provide a wealth of messages. It will consume so
much time and workforce to label emotions and opinion
targets of a large number of opinionated sentences manually.
Thus, an automatic approach is needed to analyze opinion tar-
gets of opinionatedmicroblog sentences alongwith emotions.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xiang Zhao .

Emotion lexicons are widely used in textual emotion analy-
sis [1], [2], especially for word-level and sentence-level emo-
tion classification tasks. Some potential emotional network
words in microblog sentences, which are not in emotion lex-
icons, influence the performance of lexicon-based emotion
classification methods. Opinion target extraction has already
been studies based on supervised learning methods [3], [4],
or dependency parsing methods [5], [6]. Rule-based opinion
target extraction methods are not suitable for microblog sen-
tences because the microblog sentence structure is irregular.
Existing some opinionated microblog sentences contain any
words, which can be chosen as opinion targets. It is more
challenging to find opinion targets for these sentences.

According to the above situation, we study the emotion
expression extraction method for Chinese microblog sen-
tences in this paper. The proposed method mainly contains
two tasks: emotion classification and opinion target extrac-
tion. For the emotion classification task, we use a lexicon-
based emotion classification algorithm to compute emotion
values in emotion label vectors of opinionated sentences
based on emotional words in sentences. Considering the issue
above, we adopt an existing algorithm to find more emotional
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words automatically.We assume that similar opinionated sen-
tences in a topic focus on the same emotion labels. Based on
this assumption, an unsupervised emotion label propagation
algorithm is proposed to revise the emotion label vectors
of opinionated sentences. The emotion of each opinionated
sentence is determined by the highest emotion value in its
emotion label vector.

After analyzing the emotions of opinionated sentences,
we want to extract the opinion targets of these sentences.
Nouns and nouns phrases in sentences are chosen as candi-
date opinion targets. Then, we propose a random walk-based
ranking algorithm, which considers the connection between
candidate opinion targets and the textual similarity between
opinionated sentences, ranks candidate opinion targets of
opinionated sentences.

The main contributions in this research are summarized as
below:
• We develop an emotion expression extraction method
for microblog sentences, which consists of subjective
recognition, emotion classification, and opinion target
extraction.

• We classify opinionated sentences into different emo-
tions by a lexicon-based emotion classification algo-
rithm and an unsupervised emotion label propagation
algorithm.

• We propose a random walk-based ranking algorithm,
which is used to rank candidate opinion targets for opin-
ionated sentences, to address the opinion target extrac-
tion task. This algorithm does not need any labeled data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses related works. Section III shows an
overview of the proposed emotion expression extraction
method. Section IV and Section V describe the emotion
classification task and the opinion target extraction task in the
proposed method separately. Section VI provides experimen-
tal results of Section IV, and Section V. Section VII presents
our conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORKS
The emotion expression extraction method for Chinese
microblog sentences mainly contains two tasks: emotion
classification and opinion target extraction. In this section,
we discuss some related works of the above two tasks.

A. CHINESE MICROBLOG EMOTION CLASSIFICATION
Textual emotion classification methods, like emotion recog-
nition methods of reviews [7], [8], articles [9], and so on,
have been investigated by researchers in recent years. With
the development of Weibo 2.0, microblog posts and com-
ments are created every day, in which, the update information
provides a wealth of resources of publicly available text
messages, many researchers analyzed the emotion of Chinese
textual based on the microblogging platform [10]–[12].

The current emotion classification methods contain
lexicon-based methods and machine learning methods.
Lexicon-based emotion classification methods rely on the

open-source emotion lexicons [13], the emotion values of
textual were computed based on some formulated rules.
Zhang et al. [14] presented a lexicon-based emotion analysis
method for Chinese microblog messages. They conducted an
emotion value calculation based on the emotion weights of
emotional words in the microblog text. They aimed to support
network regulators’ work better. Cui et al. [15] introduced a
lexicon-based sentiment analysis method. They constructed
a microblog lexicon that contains representative topic words
and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. These words are
typically irregular and are not existing regular lexicons.
Li et al. [16] proposed a lexicon-based multi-class semantic
orientation analysis method for microblog messages on pub-
lic events. This emotion classification method contains five
categories: Joy, Blue, Concern, Anger, and Fear.

Many existing textual emotion classification methods
for microblog messages are based on machine learning,
like Naïve Bayes (NB)-based method [17], Support Vector
Machine (SVM)-based method [18], and conditional random
fields (CRF)-based method [19]. Wu et al. [20] proposed a
framework called SMSC (Structured Microblog Sentiment
Classification), which combine social context information
with textual content information, in order to classify the emo-
tions of microblog messages more accurately. Tang et al. [21]
investigated the propagation-based emotion analysis method
for microblogging textual. They provided a propagating pro-
cess to incorporate various types of emotional signals in the
microblogging textual into a coherent model. They proposed
a novel sentiment analysis framework that learns from both
labeled and unlabeled data by iteratively alternating a propa-
gating process and a fitting process.

The emotion classification task in our proposed method
is also based on emotion lexicons. We adopt an existing
algorithm to discover emotional words and then compute
different emotion values in emotion label vectors of opin-
ionated sentences by a lexicon-based algorithm. All emotion
label vectors are revised by an unsupervised emotion label
propagation algorithm in order to make results more accu-
rately. Only emotion lexicons are required in this emotion
analysis process, which obtains easier than labeled microblog
sentences.

B. OPINION TARGET EXTRACTION
The concept of opinion mining was first proposed by
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [22] in 1997. With the rapid
development of the Internet and the increasing popularity of
Internet commentary information, opinion mining has gradu-
ally become one of the major research fields of data mining.
Opinion target extraction is one task of opinion mining.

When studying the opinion targets of customers’ com-
ments, the opinion target extraction task is also called the
aspect extraction task. Aspect refers to the most fine-grained
comment object in the comment. For example: in a cus-
tomer’s feedback, ‘‘The performance of this phone is very
good.’’, ‘‘this phone’’ is the aspect of this sentence.
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Many researchers studied opinion target extraction meth-
ods based on dependency parsing. Liu et al. [6] analyzed
comments based on the dependency parsing model after tex-
tual preprocessing. They chose frequent aspects by rules and
revised some wrong aspects by the Alpha-Beta algorithm.
Chinsha and Joseph [5] focused on aspect-level opinion min-
ing. They proposed a new syntactic based approach for it,
which uses syntactic dependency, the aggregate score of opin-
ion words, SentiWordNet, and the aspect table together for
opinion mining.

Blei et al. [23] proposed a topic model called Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). It is a probabilistic graphical
model [24], which can be used for textual classification,
regression analysis, and other tasks of textual analysis. The
topic is hidden information in the model, which makes results
in more detail. Many researchers proposed opinion target
extraction methods based on the topic model. They mod-
eled aspects and other words in opinionated sentences as
topics [4], [25], [26]. Mukherjee and Liu [27] proposed two
novel semi-supervised models: seeded aspect and sentiment
model (SAS) and maximum entropy-SAS model (ME-SAS).
Aspects and words are extracted by the SAS model, respec-
tively, and then aspects and aspect-based words are extracted
simultaneously by the ME-SAS model. Experimental results
demonstrated that the performance of the model is better than
the Dirichlet Forest-LDA (DF-LDA) model, which was pro-
posed by Andrzejewski et al. [28]. Wang et al. [29] proposed
two semi-supervised models to extract seed words from the
description of e-commerce products and classified these seed
words into different categories.

The study of the opinion target extraction task in our pro-
posed method for Chinese microblog sentences is different
from the aspect extraction methods above. Compared with
other opinionated sentences from product comments, opin-
ionated microblog sentences are irregular, and many network
words exist in them. These factors have a great impact on
the opinion target extraction results based on dependency
parsing methods. In addition, opinion targets in opinionated
microblog sentences are nouns and noun phrases, which are
more than two characters. It is not suitable to model these
opinion targets by topic models.

We extract opinion targets of opinionated sentences based
on a random walk-based ranking algorithm. The random
walk-based algorithm is usually applied in recommending
systems [30]–[32]. The opinion target extraction task can
be considered as recommending the most suitable candidate
opinion target for each opinionated sentence as the opinion
target.

III. METHOD OVERVIEW
The emotion expression extraction method for Chinese
microblog sentences contains three tasks, and Fig. 1 shows
the overview of this process. We first find opinionated sen-
tences for further study from all microblog sentences in a
topic. Then, we analyze the emotions of opinionated sen-
tences and extract opinion targets from them.

FIGURE 1. Flow chart of the emotion expression extraction method for
Chinese microblog sentences.

In this paper, we use a rule-based method to recog-
nize opinionated microblog sentences. After that, we use a
lexicon-based emotion classification algorithm to compute
different emotion values in emotion label vectors of opin-
ionated sentences based on emotional words in which many
emotional words are discovered via an automatic emotion
weight (AEW) algorithm. Finally, an unsupervised emotion
label propagation algorithm is used to revise emotion label
vectors.

For the opinion target extraction task, we first extract
candidate opinion targets of opinionated sentences. Then,
a random walk-based ranking algorithm is proposed to rank
candidate opinion targets for each opinionated sentence.
More details about the above three tasks are presented in the
following sections.

IV. EMOTION CLASSIFICATION
A. RULES-BASED SUBJECTIVE RECOGNITION OF
SENTENCES
The emotion expression extraction method is aimed to find
emotion expressions of opinionated sentences, so we first
need to recognize opinionated sentences from all microblog
sentences. Opinionated sentences refer to sentences with
subjective expression. The subjective expression contains
evaluation expression and speculation expression; the former
includes personal emotions, comments, judgments, and opin-
ions, and the latter is an expression of non-actual events or
mental state.

The study of subjective recognition of sentences has
attracted many researchers’ attention [33], [34]. Solutions
are commonly studied based on machine learning methods
[35], [36]. For microblog sentences, the subjective recogni-
tion methods based on some specific expressions [37] have
difficulty in realizing because many microblog sentences are
full of noise, wrong Chinese characters, and contain numer-
ous abbreviations and network words.

Researchers, who study subjective recognition and emo-
tions for sentences simultaneously, consider that sentences
without emotional words are non-opinionated sentences.
Non-opinionated sentences have a high probability of being
recognized as opinionated sentences in these researches.

In this paper, we aim to achieve a high recall for opinion-
ated sentences of each topic. We use a rule-based method to
find non-opinionated sentences. Rules are shown as follows.
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Algorithm 1 Lexicon-based Emotion Classification
Input: Polarity of potential emotional words, emotion lexi-
cons, opinionated sentences.
Output: Emotion label vectors Sev (v ∈ V ) of opinionated
sentences.
1. Construct the emotion label vector Sev (v ∈ V ) for each
microblog sentence and all values in the vector are equal to
zero;
2. Set the emotion value of the verbs and adjectives as 1.0 if
the verbs and adjectives exist in emotion lexicons;
3. Set the emotion value of the potential emotional word,
which is discovered by the AEW algorithm, as e, e ∈ [0, 1];
4. The emotion values of words are doubled when degree
adverbs are before these words, the emotion values of words
are the opposite when negative adverbs are before these
words. Each value in an emotion label vector Sev (v ∈ V ) is
determined by the sum of corresponding emotion values of
words in the opinionated sentence.

Rule1: The number of Chinese characters in the sentence
is equal to zero; stop words do not take into consideration.

Rule2: The number of infrequent punctuations in the sen-
tence is more than six.

Rule3: The sentence contains the URL and no useful infor-
mation.

Rule4: Only emoticons exist in the sentence.
Rule5: The pronoun ‘‘ ’’ (I) exists in the sentence, and the

sentence does not have any nouns or other personal pronouns.
Rule6: Some specific words, which usually appear in

non-opinionated sentences, like ‘‘ ’’ (convene), ‘‘ ’’
(hold), ‘‘ ’’ (publish), exist in the sentences.
We find non-opinionated sentences according to the

six rules above, and additional sentences are considered
as opinionated sentences for further emotion expression
extraction.

B. LEXICON-BASED EMOTION CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHM
Potential emotions of network words have a significant influ-
ence on the emotion classification result. Therefore, a method
is needed to find emotional words automatically to meet the
requirement of recognizing a lot of potential emotional words
in microblog sentences.

Zhang [38] proposed an automatic emotion weight (AEW)
algorithm based on Bayesian theory. This algorithm uses
a particular type of co-occurrence to compute the emotion
weights of potential emotional words. The polarity of poten-
tial emotional words is determined by their emotion weights.
AEW algorithm has domain independence and excellent
scalability.

We use the AEW algorithm to compute emotion values of
words and recognize the polarity of words via their emotion
values. A lexicon-based emotion classification algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

TABLE 1. Motivation examples.

C. UNSUPERVISED EMOTION LABEL PROPAGATION
ALGORITHM
Some issues exist in the output of Algorithm 1. Emotion val-
ues in emotion label vectors of some opinionated sentences
are all equal to zero. In addition, some potential emotional
words in opinionated sentences cannot be found, and emo-
tions of some emotional words are not correctly recognized.

For this endeavor, we revise emotion label vectors of
opinionated sentences that are computed by Algorithm 1.
We observe that similar sentences may have the same emo-
tions; examples are shown in TABLE 1. Sentence 1 and
sentence 2 have the same adjective, sentence 1 and sentence
3 have the same noun. Emotion labels of three sentences are
all ‘‘POS’’. Inspired by this, we propose an unsupervised
emotion label propagation algorithm to revise the emotion
label vectors of opinionated sentences to make them more
accurately.

Label propagation [39], [40], is a graph-based semi-
supervised learning method. It aims to predict the label infor-
mation of unlabeled nodes by the connection between nodes.
We treat each opinionated sentence as a node, and each node
has its emotion label vector that includes the ‘‘POS’’ value
and the ‘‘NEG’’ value. In each iteration, the emotion label
vector of each node propagates to its adjacent nodes accord-
ing to the textual similarity between opinionated sentences.
The emotions of opinionated sentences are determined by
the highest values in emotion label vectors. The steps are
summarized in Algorithm 2.

An undirected graph Gemotion=< V,E,M̃emotion > is built
for each topic. A node v ∈ V represents an opinionated
sentence, and an edge e ∈ E represents the linking between
two opinionated sentences. The matrix M̃emotion is used to
measure the weights of linking between sentences, which
is determined by cosine similarity between opinionated sen-
tences.

Memotionsm,sn = cos (Nm,Nn) =
Nm · Nn

‖Nm‖ · ‖Nn‖
(1)

Nm and Nn are term vectors of opinionated sentences Sm
and Sn, their weights are determined by their term frequen-
cies. M̃emotion can be obtained by normalizing each row of
Memotion (

∑
sn
Memotionsm,sn = 1).

The initial emotion label vector of each opinionated sen-
tence is provided by the output of Algorithm 1, so we do not
need any labeled data in Algorithm 2. Emotion label vectors
of those opinionated sentences, the emotion values in which
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are all zeros, are assigned as the sum of emotion label vectors
of their preceding and following sentences.

Algorithm 2 Unsupervised Emotion Label Propagation

Input: Similarity matrix of opinionated sentence M̃emotion,
emotion label vectors Sev (v ∈ V ), the acceptance probability
paccept of the initial emotion label vectors.
Output: New emotion label vectors Ŝev (v ∈ V ).
1. for all v ∈ V do
2. Ŝev ← Sev
3. end for
4. repeat
5. for all v ∈ V do
6. Ev←

∑
w∈V ,v6=w

M̃emotionwv Ŝew

7. Ŝev ← pacceptSev+(1−p
accept )Ev

8. end for
9. until convergence

In each iteration, the emotion label vector of a node v is
influenced by its adjacent nodes, which is recorded by the
matri Ev.

Ev =
∑

w∈V ,v6=w

M̃emotionwv Ŝew (2)

M̃emotionwv weights the propagation of the node w(w ∈
V and w 6= v) to the node v.
Each emotion label vector is updated by the following

equation in each iteration.

Ŝev = pacceptSev+(1−p
accept )Ev (3)

paccept is the acceptance probability of initial emotion label
vector Sev . Unsupervised emotion label propagation algo-
rithm converges when the change of the emotion label vector
is less than 10−4 in ten iterations. The emotion label of each
opinionated sentence is determined by its highest emotion
value in the new emotion label vector Ŝev . The emotion labels
of opinionated sentences that emotion values in the new
emotion label vectors are the same are ‘‘OTHER’’.

V. OPINION TARGET EXTRACTION
A. MOTIVATION
In this section, we describe the opinion target extraction task
in the proposed emotion expression extraction method.

Opinion targets are important and fine-grained information
in opinionated sentences. Existing some opinionated sen-
tences, like the opinionated sentence ‘‘ ’’ (won-
der. . . ) in the topic ‘‘90 ’’ (the woman born in the
90s becomes a professor) do not contain any words which
can be chosen as opinion targets. It is easy to recognize
that the topic is the opinion target of the above-opinionated
sentence manually. Therefore, the topic should be taken into
consideration when extracting candidate opinion targets for
opinionated sentences. We consider candidate opinion targets
that are extracted from opinionated sentences are explicit

TABLE 2. Motivation examples.

candidate opinion targets, and others are implicit candidate
opinion targets. Both explicit candidate opinion targets and
implicit candidate opinion targets are taken into account in
studying opinion targets of microblog sentences for the better
opinion target extraction result.

We observe three points can be helpful to the opinion target
extraction task:
• We observe that the candidate opinion target Oj may be
the opinion target of the opinionated sentence Sm when
the candidate opinion targetOj has a co-occurrence rela-
tion with candidate opinion targets of the opinionated
sentence Sm in a topic. In TABLE 2, ‘‘ ’’ (a man born
in the 90s) and ‘‘ ’’ (an older man) coexist in many
sentences in the topic ‘‘ ’’ (a man born in
the 90s beats an older man), ‘‘ ’’ is the opinion target
of sentences (sentence 1 and sentence 2) which contain
the candidate opinion target ‘‘ ’’.

• We observe that the candidate opinion target Oj may
be the opinion target of the opinionated sentence Sm
when some characters in the candidate opinion target Oj
are the same with some characters in candidate opin-
ion targets of the opinionated sentence Sm in a topic.
‘‘ ’’ is the opinion target of sentence 3,
which has the same characters with the candidate opin-
ion target ‘‘90 ’’ of sentence 3.

• Two similar opinionated sentences in a topic may have
the same opinion target. In TABLE 2, the textual of
sentence 4 and sentence 5 is similar, and they have the
same opinion target ‘‘ ’’ (the government).

B. CANDIDATE OPINION TARGET EXTRACTION
Nouns, personal pronouns, and noun phrases in opinionated
sentences are extracted as candidate opinion targets. Each
candidate opinion target contains at least two characters.
TABLE 3 shows regular expressions of noun phrases. For
those opinionated sentences without explicit candidate opin-
ion targets, we add their preceding opinionated sentences’
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TABLE 3. Regular expressions of noun phrases.

TABLE 4. Statistics of the user dictionary.

explicit candidate opinion targets to their implicit candidate
opinion targets.

In the microblogging site, every topic is represented in
the form of ‘‘ ’’ and the textual information is between
two symbols ‘‘ ’’, like ‘‘ ’’
(#Peng Yu admitted to knocking over the Nanjing Granny#).
The topic and nouns/noun phrases in it are extracted as
implicit candidate opinion targets for opinionated sentences
in this topic.

Existing Chinese word segmentation tools cannot segment
irregular microblog sentences well. The word segmentation
result has a significant influence on opinion target extraction
results. For example, the word ‘‘90 ’’ (persons born after
1990) is a vital candidate opinion target of opinionated sen-
tences in the topic ‘‘ ’’ (a woman born in the 90s
becomes a professor). However, this word is segmented into
character ‘‘90’’ and character ‘‘ ’’(later), which cannot be
considered as a candidate opinion target. Therefore, we use
the following steps to find vital words from the topic:

Step1: we use the Chinese word segmentation tool to seg-
ment the textual of the topic into words.

Step2: we combine the two adjacent words as a new word.
We admit this new word when it appears in more than five
opinionated sentences.

Step3: we increase the number of consecutive words to get
the newword and admit the newwordwhen it appears inmore
than five opinionated sentences. We repeat this process until
the new word is the same as the topic.

We add new words to the user dictionary to improve the
word segmentation result, which is obtained by the Chinese
word segmentation tool. We also revise the part of speech
of some words, which play an essential role in the opinion
target extraction task but cannot be correctly recognized by
the tool. For example, a topic contains an anti-virus software
called ‘‘360’’. Here, the part of speech of ‘‘360’’ is a noun
rather than a numeral which is determined by the Chinese
word segmentation tool. We add the word ‘‘360’’ and its part
of speech to the user dictionary. Statistics of revised words
are shown in TABLE 4. Adjectives in the user dictionary are
classified into different emotions manually.

C. RANDOM WALK-BASED RANKING ALGORITHM
We describe the random walk-based ranking algorithm in
detail. Considering that most opinionated sentences have only

one opinion target, so we assume each opinionated sentence
has only one opinion target in this study.

A two-layer undirected graphGso =< S∪O,Eso, M̃so > is
constructed to find opinion targets of opinionated sentences.
The graph Gso contains two subgraphs Gopinion =< O,Eo >
and Gsentence =< O,Es >. The node z ∈ S ∪ O represents
a candidate opinion target in Gopinion or an opinionated sen-
tence in Gsentence. An edge e ∈ Eso represents the linking
between the candidate opinion target and the opinionated
sentence. The cross-domain matrix M̃so, which needs to be
computed by the algorithm, is used to measure the weights
of linking between candidate opinion targets and opinionated
sentences. The purpose of the random walk-based ranking
algorithm is to rank the weights of linking between candidate
opinion targets and opinionated sentences.

In the subgraph Gopinion, a node o ∈ O represents a candi-
date opinion target, and an edge e∈Eo represents the linking
between two candidate opinion targets. The transition matrix
M̃oo for candidate opinion targets is defined by the connection
between candidate opinion targets. The connection between
candidate opinion targets is measured by their character sim-
ilarity, which is represented by the matrix M char

oo , and their
co-occurrence relation in opinionated sentences, which is
represented by the matrixM co

oo .
We use the Jaccard index to compute the character simi-

larity between candidate opinion targets. It is determined by
the same characters in two candidate opinion targets. In (4),
A(·) represents a set of characters in the word. We use (5) to
measure theweight of the co-occurrence relation between two
candidate opinion targets. Considering a situation, ‘‘90 ’’
and ‘‘ ’’ coexist in many opinionated sentences in a topic,
the candidate opinion target ‘‘90 ’’ may be the
opinion target of sentences which have the candidate opinion
target ‘‘ ’’. The matrix Moo is defined as (6) considering
the above case.M ′oo is the matrix that all values in the matrix
Moo are divided by the maximum value in the matrixMoo.

M char
oo (Oi,Oj) =

∣∣∣∣A(Oi)∩A(Oj)A(Oi)∪A(Oj)

∣∣∣∣ (4)

M co
oo (Oi,Oj)

=
the number of sentences which containOi and Oj
the number of sentences which containOiorOj

(5)

Moo = M co
oo ×M

char
oo (6)

In the subgraph Gsentence, a node s ∈ S represents an opin-
ionated sentence, and an edge e ∈Es represents the linking
between two opinionated sentences. The transitionmatrixMss
for opinionated sentences is defined as

Mss(Si, Sj) =
cos(Ni,Nj)∑
k∈S cos(Ni,Nk )

(7)

where the cosine similarity between two opinionated sen-
tences is the same as (1).

Consider a random walk on Gopinion or Gsentence, at each
step, we perform on candidate opinion target domain or
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FIGURE 2. Two routes we consider when updating the cross-domain
probability matrix.

opinionated sentence domain is not as a usual random walk,
but jump to any node with the probability α [41]. The new
transition matrices M̃oo and M̃ss are shown as follows:

M̃oo = (1− α)M
′

oo +
1
|Wo|

Mones (8)

M̃ss = (1− α)Mss +
1
|Ws|

Mones (9)

|Wo| in (8) is the total number of candidate opinion targets,
|Ws| in (9) is the total number of opinionated sentences,
Mones ∈ R|Wo|×|Wo| in (8) and Mones ∈ R|Ws|×|Ws| in (9) are
matrices with all values in them are one.

We set initial weights of linking between candidate opinion
targets and opinionated sentences and use the matrix Mso
to record them. Candidate opinion targets contain explicit
candidate opinion targets and implicit candidate opinion tar-
gets. The initial weight of the corresponding position in the
matrix set as 1.0 if the candidate opinion target is the explicit
candidate opinion target of the opinionated sentence, and
the weight set as w for implicit candidate opinion targets
of opinionated sentences. We consider that the textual of
the topic is more important than candidate opinion targets,
which are extracted from it. The weights of implicit candidate
opinion targets which are extracted from the topic should be
lower than the weights of other implicit candidate opinion
targets in order to improve the performance of the opinion tar-
get extraction. This assumption is proved in the experiment.
Other values inMso are equal to 0.0.

Algorithm 3 Random Walk-Based Ranking
Input: The initial cross-domain matrix Mso, the transition
matrix of candidate opinion targets M̃oo, the transition matrix
of opinionated sentences M̃ss, the indicator matrix label_M,
the acceptance probability pinitial of the initial matrixMso.
Output: the cross-domain matrix M̃so.
1. M̃so(0)←Mso
2. repeat
3. Dso(t + 1)←0.5M̃ ss × M̃so(t)+ 0.5M̃ so(t)×M̃oo
4. M̃so(t+1)←pinitalMso+(1−pinital)Dso(t + 1)
5. M̃so(t+1)←M̃so(t+1)label_M
6. until convergence

The weights are updated based on the connection between
candidate opinion targets, and the textual similarity between
opinionated sentences. We consider two types of routes can
change the weights of linking between candidate opinion

TABLE 5. Statistics of the CMSAE data.

TABLE 6. Statistics of the emotion lexicons.

targets and opinionated sentences. The matrix Dso is used to
record the influence for the weight of linking between each
candidate opinion target and each opinionated sentence. Two
routes are illustrated in Fig. 2. We update the matrix Dso
and the cross-domain matrix M̃so during the random walk
process over Gso. The random walk-based ranking algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 3, which has the random walk
in candidate opinion target domain or opinionated sentence
domain.

The matrix Dso at time t + 1 is calculated as follows.

Dso(t + 1) = 0.5M̃ ss × M̃so(t)+ 0.5M̃ so(t)×M̃oo (10)

The matrix M̃so is updated as follows.

M̃so (t + 1) = pinitalMso+(1−pinital)Dso(t + 1) (11)

pinital is the acceptance probability of the initial matrixMso.
We use an indicator matrix label_M to clear the weights of
linking between opinionated sentences and candidate opinion
targets that do not belong to opinionated sentences.

The algorithm converges when the change of the values in
the same position of each row of the matrix M̃so is less than
10−4 in ten iterations.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENT DATA
Our experimental data is from the 2012 Chinese Microblog
Sentiment Analysis Evaluation (CMSAE) held by the China
Computer Federation (CCF). It contains three tasks that are
subjective recognition of microblog sentences, emotion clas-
sification, and emotion expression extraction.

There are 20 topics in the data. Emotions and emotion
expressions of opinionated sentences were labeled manually.
More detailed are given in TABLE 5.

Our emotion lexicons consist of Taiwan University emo-
tion lexicons NTUSD [42] and HowNet [43] for the study
of our emotion classification task. The statistics of emotion
lexicons are shown in TABLE 6.

B. EVALUATION METHODS
1) SUBJECTIVE RECOGNITION OF SENTENCES
The evaluation methods, precision, recall, and F-measure we
adopt for the subjective recognition task are identical with
CMASE. Evaluation equations are defined as the following:

Precision =
#system_correct(opinion = Y )
#system_proposed(opinion = Y )

(12)
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Recall =
#system_correct(opinion = Y )

#gold(opinion = Y )
(13)

F−measure =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(14)

where #system_correct(opinion=Y) is the number of cor-
rect opinionated sentences in the experimental result.
#gold(opinion=Y) is the number of opinionated sentences
which are labeled manually. #system_proposed(opinion=Y)
is the number of opinionated sentences in the experimental
result.

2) EMOTION CLASSIFICATION
Accuracy is adopted for evaluating our emotion classification
method. It is defined as

Accuracy=
#system_correct(polarity=POS,NEG,OTHER)

#gold(polarity = POS,NEG,OTHER)
(15)

where, #system_correct(polarity=POS, NEG, OTHER) is the
number of sentences that emotion analysis results are correct.
#gold(polarity=POS, NEG, OTHER) is the number of sen-
tences in the experimental result.

3) OPINION TARGET EXTRACTION
Precision, recall, and F-measure, which are identical with
CMASE, are adopted as opinion target extraction evaluation
methods. Opinion target extraction evaluation methods con-
sist of the strict evaluation method and the soft evaluation
method. The precision, recall, and F-measure of the strict
evaluation method are defined as follows:

Precision =
#system_correct
#system_proposed

(16)

Recall =
#system_correct

#gold
(17)

F−measure =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(18)

#system_correct is the number of correct opinion targets in
the experimental result. #gold is the number of opinion targets
which are labeled manually. #system_proposed is the number
of opinion targets in the experimental result.

For the soft evaluation method, the span coverage c
between the proposed opinion target and the gold opinion
target is defined as:

c(s, s′) =

∣∣s ∩ s′∣∣
|s′|

(19)

|∗| in (19) is used to count characters, and s ∩ s′ represents
the same characters in two opinion targets.

The span coverage C between the proposed opinion target
set S ′ and the gold opinion target set S is defined as (20).

C(S, S ′) =
∑
s∈S

∑
s′∈S ′

c(s, s′) (20)

Precision, recall, and F-measure of the soft evaluation
method are as follows:

Precision =
C(S, S ′)
|S ′|

(21)

Recall =
C(S ′, S)
|S|

(22)

F−measure =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(23)

|∗| in (21) and (22) means the number of opinion targets in
the set.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) OPINIONATED SENTENCE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
We use six rules to find opinionated sentences. Four rules
(Rule 1-Rule 4) are common rules for the study of the
subjective recognition of sentences. Rule 5 and Rule 6 are
made by our experience. Our experiments also examine the
performance of Rule 5 and Rule 6. The experimental results
are given in TABLE 7.

TABLE 7 shows that all experimental results have good
recall and low precision. The addition of Rule 5 and Rule
6 hardly improve the experimental result. We analyze the
reasons which are summarized as follows:
• Non-opinionated microblog sentences, which contain
the personal pronoun ‘‘I’’, usually exist other nouns or
noun phrases. Rule 5 may be suitable for the subjective
recognition of microblog posts, like ‘‘ .’’
(‘‘I feel very happy today.’’).

• Irregular microblog sentences rarely contain words that
usually appear in non-opinionated sentences; the words
we use in Rule 6 are unsuitable for the subjective recog-
nition of microblog sentences.

2) EMOTION CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We demonstrate the emotion recognition performance of our
proposed method for opinionated microblog sentences in this
section.

We first compare our proposed method with supervised
machine learning methods. We select 70% labeled opinion-
ated sentences randomly as training data and the rest as
test data. All opinionated sentences are represented by the
normalized word frequency vector, and their text features
are determined by the term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency algorithm.We use theMultinomial Naïve Bayes (NB)
classifier, the Decision Tree classifier, the Linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, and the Multilayer Percep-
tron (MLP) classifier, which are provided by the machine
learning library Sklearn, to classify sentences into different
emotions. We then use a recurrent convolutional network,
which is provided by the deep learning library Keras docu-
mentation for comparison. We randomly sample 70% labeled
opinionated sentences as training data and the rest as test data.
The experimental results are shown in TABLE 8.

In TABLE 8, AEW refers to the automatic emotion weight
algorithm we use to discover potential emotional words.
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TABLE 7. Results of subjective recognition of microblog sentences.

TABLE 8. Results of emotion classification.

Unsupervised Emotion Label Propagation (I) in TABLE 8
means Algorithm 2 is performed on opinionated sentences
that all emotion values in their emotion label vectors are
the same. Unsupervised Emotion Label Propagation (II)
meansAlgorithm 2 is performed on all opinionated sentences.
We set the acceptance probability paccpet= 0.5, and the emo-
tion value e= 0.5.

Several observations are made from TABLE 8:
• Emotion classification accuracy of our proposed method
is higher than the results based on the Multinomial NB
classifier, the Decision Tree classifier, and the MLP
classifier but lower than the result based on the Linear
SVM classifier. Despite the fact that our result is not
better than the result of the SVM-based method, this
gap is acceptable considering that supervised learning
methods need a lot of labeled experimental data, which
is more challenging to get than emotion lexicons.

• The experimental result of the deep learningmethod gets
to 0.816 after 20 epochs. It is obvious in TABLE 8 that
the result of the deep learning method is lower than our
result and has a big gap with the result of the SVM-
based method. The reason may be that the performance
of the deep learning method is influenced by the lack
of enough labeled data. Machine learning methods are
more suitable for analyzing the small amount of data.

• TheAEWalgorithm improves the emotion classification
performance of the proposed method significantly.

• The unsupervised emotion label propagation algorithm
improves the experimental result effectively. The result
of No. 9 is higher thanNo. 8 proves that the unsupervised
emotion label propagation algorithm also can revise
emotion label vectors of opinionated sentences that have
different emotion values in them.

• The result of No. 6 is the lowest in TABLE 8. Both rule
quality in the lexicon-based algorithm and emotional
words influence the experimental result.

3) OPINION TARGET EXTRACTION RESULTS
We compare our proposed method with an unsupervised
method based on [41]. Experimental data and candidate

opinion targets for the comparison method Cminer are the
same as ours. For Cminer, the similarity between opinionated
sentences is measured by (1), and the similarity between
candidate opinion targets is measured by (4). Afterward,
an unsupervised label propagation algorithm is proposed to
rank candidate opinion targets for opinionated sentences in a
topic.

Cminer has two essential parameters: the weight w for
implicit candidates and the injection probability pinj. We set
two experiments for Cminer: the same weights of all implicit
candidates (Cminer-1) and the different weights of implicit
candidates (Cminer-2). Experiments for our proposedmethod
are also performed on the same weights (Ours-1) and the
different weights (Ours-2) of implicit candidate opinion tar-
gets. The weights of implicit candidate opinion targets are
fixed as 0.7 for experiments that have the same weights.
For experiments that have different weights, the weights
of implicit candidate opinion targets which are extracted
from the topic are equal to 0.5, and other weights are fixed
as 0.7. The injection probability pinj in Cminer and the
acceptance probability pinitial in our proposed method are all
set as 0.5.

Experimental results are shown in TABLE 9. Ours-2 meets
the best result among all results. The results of Cminer-2 and
Ours-2 are higher than Cminer-1 and Ours-1, in both strict
evaluation method and soft evaluation method, demonstrate
the effectiveness of different weight values for implicit can-
didate opinion targets.

4) EMOTION EXPRESSION EXTRACTION RESULTS
We perform the opinion target extraction task based on the
result of the subjective recognition task and the emotion
classification task to obtain emotion expressions of opinion-
ated sentences. Evaluation methods for emotion expression
extraction are the strict evaluation method and the soft eval-
uation method, which are similar to evaluation methods of
opinion target extraction. The difference is the result of emo-
tion expression extraction requires the correctness of opinion
targets along with their emotions. In this paper, we consider
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TABLE 9. Comparison of results of different methods.

FIGURE 3. Influence of the parameters in our proposed method.

that the emotion of each opinion target is the same as the
emotion of the opinionated sentence.

We compare emotion expression extraction results with
three teams [41], which participated in the 2012 Chinese
Microblog Sentiment Analysis Evaluation (CMSAE). The
results are shown in TABLE 9. We set the acceptance prob-
ability paccpet = 0.5, the emotion value e = 0.5, and the
acceptance probability pinitial = 0.5. The weights of implicit
candidate opinion targets which are extracted from the topic
are equal to 0.5, and other weights of implicit candidate
opinion targets are fixed as 0.7.

It is evident that the result of our proposed method is better
than the other three teams. It increases by 16% and 25% in
the F-measure of the strict evaluation method and the soft
evaluation method compared to Team1.

D. IMPACT OF THE PARAMETERS
We examine the influence of four essential parameters of the
emotion expression extraction method in this section.

There are two important parameters in the emotion
classification task. One is the emotion value e of the potential
emotional word in Algorithm 1. Another is the acceptance
probability paccpet of the initial emotion label vector in
Algorithm 2. The random walk-based ranking algorithm has
two essential parameters: the weight w of the implicit candi-
date opinion target and the acceptance probability pinitial of
the initial matrix in Algorithm 3.

We fix the acceptance probability paccpet of the initial
emotion label vector as 0.5 to study the influence of the
emotion value e of the potential emotional word. The experi-
mental result is shown in Fig. 3. (a). The potential emotional
words are not taken into consideration in Algorithm 1 when

the emotion value e = 0.0. It is evident that the accuracy
increases when the emotion value of the potential emotional
word varies from 0.1 to 0.3 and then remains stable when the
emotion value varied from 0.3 to 0.9. Emotion classification
accuracy slightly reduces when the emotion value e = 1.0.
We study the impact of the acceptance probability paccpet

of the initial emotion label vector, so we fix the emotion
value e of the potential emotional word as 0.5. In Fig. 3. (b),
we can see that accuracy keeps steady when the acceptance
probability of the initial emotion label vector is less than 0.6.
Accuracy begins to decrease with increasing the acceptance
probability. Emotion classification accuracy is lower than
0.8 when the acceptance probability is fixed as 0.9.

There are two parameters in the random walk-based rank-
ing algorithm: the acceptance probability pinitial of the initial
matrix and the weight w of the implicit candidate opinion
target.

We study the impact of the acceptance probability pinitial of
the initial matrix, so the weight w is fixed as 0.5 for implicit
candidate opinion targets, which are extracted from the topic
and 0.7 for other implicit candidate opinion targets. The
experimental result is shown in Fig. 3. (c). We can observe
that precision, recall, and F-measure of the strict evaluation
method increase when the acceptance probability varies from
0.0 to 0.4, and then keep steady when pinitial changes from
0.4 to 0.9. Then, the results start to decrease with increasing
the acceptance probability pinitial .

We fix the acceptance probability pinitial of the initial
matrix as 0.5 to study the influence of the weight w of the
implicit candidate opinion target. In Fig. 3. (d), values on the
abscissa represent the weights for implicit candidate opinion
targets which are extracted from the topic, and the weights for
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other implicit candidate opinion targets are 0.2 higher than
values on the abscissa. Precision, recall, and F-measure of
the strict evaluation method keep steady when the weight w
varies from 0.0 to 0.5. The results decrease when the weight
w is bigger than 0.5.

E. ERROR ANALYSIS
The performance of our proposed emotion expression extrac-
tion method is far below expectations. We analyze the causes
of error.

Microblog sentences contain noisy and misspelling, which
cause the low-performance of subjective recognition of these
sentences based on rule-based methods. In the future, we will
consider the method to solve the above problem from a differ-
ent perspective, like we revise irregular microblog sentences
to common sentences and then perform subjective recogni-
tion of them via more suitable rules.

For the opinion target extraction task, we extract noun
phrases as candidate opinion targets according to the
specific expressions in TABLE 3. Some opinion tar-
gets cannot be found in this process. For example,
an opinion target ‘‘ ’’ (persons in the 90s gen-
eration) is segmented into ‘‘

’’ by the Chinese word segmen-
tation tool, its expression does not match any expres-
sions in TABLE 3, so it is impossible to extract the
correct opinion target as the candidate opinion target of
this opinionated sentence. In addition, the performance of
the random walk-based ranking algorithm will be influ-
enced by a large number of candidate opinion targets
when we consider more unusual expressions for noun
phrase extraction. It is still a problem to achieve a bal-
ance between the quality of candidate opinion targets
and the performance of the random walk-based ranking
algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we develop an emotion expression extraction
method for Chinese microblog sentences, which mainly con-
tains emotion classification and opinion target extraction.
Emotion expressions of opinionated sentences in different
topics can help understand related events and users’ atti-
tudes on these topics. For the emotion classification task,
we propose a lexicon-based emotion classification algo-
rithm to compute emotion values in emotion label vectors
of opinionated sentences. An unsupervised emotion label
propagation algorithm is used to revise the emotion label
vectors of opinionated sentences to make final results closer
to their real condition. For the opinion target extraction task,
a random walk-based ranking algorithm is proposed to rank
candidate opinion targets of opinionated sentences. Experi-
mental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

In the future, we plan to study subjective recognition
rules for opinionated microblog sentences. Moreover, we will
consider a method to discover new words in opinionated

microblog sentences automatically in order to improve the
segmentation result of the Chinese word segment tool.
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